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Bonding 

1. State the primary bond that forms between the following atoms:

a) Sodium and chlorine b) Sodium and lithium c) Iodine and bromine

/3

2. Nitrogen trifluoride, NF3, is a covalently bonded compound commonly used in production 

of electronic parts. The bonding and shape of NF3 is shown in the diagram below.

a) The set of two electrons shown above the N is called a 'lone pair'.

State whether the lone pair electrons are bonding or non-bonding electrons. /1

b) State how the lone pair causes the molecule to have a trigonal pyramidal shape. /1

c) On the diagram of a periodic table below, draw an arrow to show the trend of increasing 

electronegativity. /1

d) Hence explain why an N–F covalent bond will have a partial negative end and a partial 

positive end. /2

e) Write the name for covalent bonds which have a partial negative end and a partial 

positive end. /1

f) On the diagram of NF3 above, draw δ symbols to show the partial negative and positive 

ends of the bonds. /1

g) On the diagram of NF3 above, draw arrows to show the bond dipoles (the direction the 

negative charges are pulled). /1

h) Hence state why NF3 is a polar molecule. /1

i) State how molecules of NF3 are attracted to each other. /1

j) Name the interaction that attracts molecules of NF3 together /1 
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3. Draw electron dot diagrams and bond-stick diagrams (showing shape) for the following:

a) HCl b)  SO2 c)  CH4 /6

4. State which of the forces below is the strongest and which is the weakest.

Dispersion forces, Metallic bonding, Hydrogen bonding /2

5. State which of the following substances you would expect to have the highest melting point.

Iron oxide, carbon dioxide, sulfur dichloride /1

6. State two physical properties of metallic bonded substances. /2

7. Chemical industries often use melted or dissolved ionic substances in reactions that require a

lot of electricity. In these reactions, the ionic substance is called the 'electrolyte' because it 

conducts electricity.

a) Write a definition for 'conducting electricity'. /1

b) Draw a diagram to show how the reaction between a metal and a nonmetal leads to the 

formation of ions. /2

c) When ionic substances are melted or dissolved, their ions become free to move.

State why ions being free to move means electricity can be conducted. /1

d) State whether Ca or O has a greater electronegativity. /1

e) Hence explain why potassium and oxygen would react to form an ionic compound but 

potassium and calcium would not. /2

f) State why potassium and oxygen are strongly attracted to each other as ions. /1


